


LATE AFTERNOON IS THE BEST TIME OF DAY TO PHOTOGRAPH TRAINS
at the CPR’s Windsor Station in Montreal. Here in the sunshine of Friday, September 28, 1956

we behold a parade of locomotives bathed in the golden hour’s low sunlight. Montrealers see

this every day, of course. But we are here just once with photographer Guerin, hundreds of

miles from our home environs of Ontario. Beauty needs a witness, and the familiar but splendid

examples of steam power are all the more resplendent because we document their passage.

CNR Northern 6204
backs toward the

consist of pool train
15 for Toronto at
CPR’s Windsor

Station in Montreal.
It’s 70 degrees
in the afternoon

sunshine of Friday,
Sept. 28, 1956.

Some 20 minutes
ahead of the regular
section, Advance 15

gets underway
behind Northern

6208. The CNR has
announced that these

trains will be
dieselized in
early 1957.
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The hogger is turned
around on the
window ledge as he
guides Pacific 1201
in reverse toward her
customary train 29
for Smiths Falls,
known as “The Perth
Local”.

Royal Hudson 2828
gets train 505
underway for
Ottawa at 3:15 p.m.
In the distance,
Northern 6204 waits
for her 3:30 p.m.
departure with
number 15 for
Toronto.



We’re not a day too soon, either. Late afternoon commuter trains don’t run on weekends,

and a time change will darken the parade by Monday. There’s a changing of the guard evident

here at Montreal, which is being played out elsewhere on the Canadian Pacific. While the

railway is cancelling dozens of passenger trains, it’s introducing Rail Diesel Cars (Dayliners) on
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Dayliner 9109, an
RDC-2 barely two
months old, leads a
pair of sister units
out of Windsor
Station with train

352 for Quebec City
at 3:55 p.m. Rail

Diesel Cars replaced
Jubilee 3003 on this

run a year ago.

Not all Jubilees in
Montreal have been
put out to pasture!
Number 2929, late

of service at
Fredericton, reverses

toward Sutton
train 214.

Engines 2927 and
3003 commanded
this run at intervals
earlier in the year.



many routes. Fleet-footed Jubilees, a few of which we’ve seen in Ontario, have been early targets

of Budd’s stainless steel invaders. With great pleasure, then, we see engine 2929 reversing

toward her train in the wake of a trio of Quebec-bound RDCs. Then semi-streamlined Pacifics

go to work under shrouds of coal smoke, wheeling West Island commuters home.
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The fireman aboard
Pacific 2459 is
laying in a fire for
the climb to
Westmount with a
Vaudreuil commuter
train. An interlocking
plant to the left
controls the Windsor
Station tracks.

Four minutes after
her sister’s
departure, Pacific
2394 follows with
another long
commuter train for
Vaudreuil. These
heavier engines are
mainstays on the
runs after taking over
from lighter G5 class
power.
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